Case Report

Absent Inferior Vena Cava with Recurrent Deep Venous Thrombosis

Abstract

Introduction: A congenitally absent inferior vena cava (IVC) is a rare condition that is recognized to be associated with deep venous thrombosis (DVT), especially in young adults. It may be not apparent until later in life.

Case presentation: A previously healthy 24 years old male presented with left leg swelling and pain during walking, two years ago. During this admission he was investigated and diagnosed as absent IVC. He developed same manifestation but this time of the right side one year later.

Conclusion: patients with congenital IVC anomalies associated with DVT are significantly younger in comparison to patients with isolated DVT of the lower limbs.

Introduction

Deep venous thrombosis (DVT) is relevant because of its high frequency and morbidity/mortality rates. Its prevalence in the western population is estimated to be 1:1,000 individuals per year [1-3]. The prevalence varies according to age, being 10 times lower in 20–40 years old individuals than in older age groups [2,3].

In young patients, its etiology is frequently associated with risk factors like congenital and acquired thrombophilia, autoimmune diseases, pregnancy, puerperium, use of contraceptive pills, neoplasms, prolong immobilization and trauma.

The increasing use of CT angiography and magnetic resonant imaging (MRI) has allowed physician to identify more frequently the presence of IVC malformations associated with DVT of lower limbs [1,4,5]. Some studies report some type of IVC anomaly in approximately 5% of young patients, which suggest that this condition is a new risk factor for DVT [1,6].

The prevalence of IVC anomaly in the general population is estimated to be 0.07–8.7% [1,7]. Such conditions may be associated with vague and unspecific symptoms or, in many cases may be completely asymptomatic.

In most studies, the most common anomaly of IVC is hypoplasia of prerenal and renal segments, followed by hypoplasia of post renal segment and IVC duplicity [5]. In such cases the first episode of DVT occurs before 30 year of age, with similar incidence between male and females [5].

This paper describes a case with congenital absent of IVC with recurrent DVT.

Case Report

24 years-old Kurdish policeman presented with sudden severe pain of the left calf associated with significant swelling and color change. Pain increased gradually until he was unable to walk without support. After thorough examination and performing Doppler ultrasonography of the lower limbs diagnosis of DVT was made in which thrombosis extended from left common iliac vein, external iliac vein, internal iliac vein, common femoral vein, popliteal vein, great saphenous vein and small saphenous vein. Contrast enhanced CT of abdomen and pelvis (Figure 1a and 1b) revealed absent IVC, blood drained from iliac veins through lumen veins to Azygos vein and from it to superior vena cava. Associated with superficial subcutaneous collateral formations mostly on the right side and sever varicose vein formations in the abdomen, both in peritoneal and retroperitoneal areas.

The patient was admitted to hospital, treated by low molecular weight heparin [enoxaparin] and oral anticoagulation (warfarin). Warfarin was continued for 6 months and international normalized ratio (INR) maintained between 2–3. At the end of the treatment the patient still had mild ankle edema and almost complete venous recanalization, confirmed by Doppler ultrasonography.

Investigations to exclude thrombophilia were performed by dosing antithrombin, homocysteine, protein C and S, factor V of leiden and prothrombin mutation, the results all were negative. The patient denied any previous history of thrombosis. There was no family history of thrombosis.

Six months after stopping the anticoagulation the patient developed DVT for the second time but this time of the right side. Doppler ultrasonography of the right lower limb show thrombosis extended from right common iliac vein, internal iliac vein, external iliac vein common femoral and popliteal vein. Because of the recurrence of thrombosis for the second time so the decision to continue oral anticoagulation for life was made.

Discussion

Abnormalities of IVC and its tributaries are rare [1,2,4,8]. Different types of these abnormalities were recorded, to date reached 15 types, and the most common ones are double IVC, complete agenesis of the IVC, left IVC and Azygos continuation [1,4,7,9].
The etiology of IVC agenesis is controversial in literature. One of the suggestions put the possibility of thrombosis in the perinatal period as an origin for its disappearance; hence no embryological abnormalities are seen [1,3,9]. IVC agenesis or hypoplasia may be accompanied by other congenital abnormalities like splenic anomalies, pulmonary dysgenesis, intestinal rotations, renal agenesis and dextrocardia [1,3,4,9,10].

Patients with IVC anomalies are prone to DVT due to venous stasis of the lower limbs [1,4].

Echo color Doppler (ECD) allows physicians to easily detect abnormalities in lower limb veins in terms of morphological and functional impairments. Thus, ECD has become the gold standard method to evaluate the lower limb venous system, reaching sensitivity and specificity as high as 96% and 99%, respectively, as compared with invasive phlebography assessment [13,14]. New methods were developed to better reporting of venous abnormality in the lower limbs, involving 3D imaging, the software may soon enter clinical practice in order to assist physicians in venous ECD of lower limb reporting [15].

Improvement in image qualities and increasing use of diagnostic tools lead to frequent detection of asymptomatic anatomical variations and IVC anomalies [4]. The best imaging methods are CT angiography and MRI, but the diagnosis is difficult when use ultrasonography alone [3,4,6,11,12].

The most appropriate treatment in such cases is anticoagulation for at least 6 months, usually begin with low molecular heparins especially enoxaparin although some advocate bemiparin use because several studies demonstrated its safety and efficacy, while cost analyses show the economic benefits of bemiparin treatment as compared to other heparins [16].

The possibility of recurrence is high when anticoagulation is discontinued before this period [5].

Conclusion

Patients with DVT which predisposed by absent of IVC are significantly younger than those with idiopathic DVT of the lower limbs. The DVT is related to venous stasis, may be bilateral in 50% of cases. Besides there is high index of thrombosis recurrence because of inadequate venous return.

Surgical intervention is rarely indicated. Anticoagulation is the ideal treatment. There is no consensus about the duration of anticoagulation, some authors recommend life-long treatment even when thrombophilia screen is negative [1,3,7].

Finally, any young patient presented with DVT without obvious predisposing factors should undergo investigation to exclude IVC anomalies.
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